
Bridging the  Multicultural Diversities 
in Education



Inclusion of multiculturalism in educational 
practice:

Creating multicultural surrounding in the 
classroom/playroom – examples of good 

practice



Multicultural and intercultural
“The differences in the meanings have to do with the perspectives we take when 

interacting with people from other cultures. Multicultural refers to a society 
that contains several cultural or ethnic groups. ... Intercultural describes 
communities in which there is a deep understanding and respect for all 
cultures” (springinstitute.org, Apr 18, 2016)

When talking about intercultural it is important 
to become aware that culture evolves and it 

can undergo significant changes even between 
generations – an aspect worthy of exploring



Intercultural 
encounters can vary 
and should not be 

limited only on 
“foreign” things. 

Parents are great 
partners in that 

aspect.



One father made a presentation to 
the children about new 
technologies and how he shares 
them with his son



We had a parent coming presenting 
his occupation of a hockey player. 

In it he explained the children about 
the places around the world where 
he played and how his family 
travelled with him



One mother participated in the group 
with a cooking activity. 

She choose a known dish – pizza – 
and together with children 
explained about groceries and 
how a pizza can be healthy too



When celebrating specific festivities of 
children attending the kindergarten 

we invite parents to join us. 

We celebrated Holi – an Indian holiday 
in such manner. 

The child's mother explained to 
children the meaning of the festivity 
and taught them the traditional 
dance



One father came to present his 
occupation of a ship constructor.

He presented vehicles of the sea to 
children as well as his experience 
on what is it like to work abroad



Being a captain on a freight ship is not an 
easy task. 

At this occasion children had a chance to 
experience and explore first hand 
what is it like. 



Smart Pandas and 
multicultural surrounding

Creating multicultural surrounding in the playroom allows children to recognize 
differences, as well as similarities, among all people and creates 
opportunities for them to see that even when people have different customs 
and traditions, they often share some common traits, too.
The multicultural playroom assists children from minority cultures in 
developing cooperation and social skills in a setting that may be unfamiliar to 
them. Their self-esteem is boosted as they are recognized and accepted for 
their individuality. They feel good about themselves as other children 
recognize the worth of their traditions and customs.



We drew and coloured map of Europe, 
numbered and wrote all country 
names and also wrote interesting 
facts about countries which 
participate in our project.

Children found interesting learning 
about different cultures, their 
particularities and features and also 
realised that people can be different 
and unique, yet still have much in 
common.



In our group we have a little girl who is 
from Kazakhstan and she brought 
beautiful interesting books about 
her country, full of pictures and 
descriptions.

She told her friends about her culture, 
traditions and customs. Children 
were very interested to hear how 
her homeland distinguishes from 
theirs and these realizations 
assisted children with accepting and 
respecting people from all cultures 
and backgrounds.



A girl from our group is moving to 
London so we organised a goodbye 
party. She brought some nice T-
shirts for her friends and they made 
a beautiful card with wishes they 
had for her and her future life in 
England. 

She told us about her experiences in 
England and London, its features, 
culture, and places she has visited 
which we found very valuable and 
were grateful 

that she has shared her knowledge 
and adventure with us.



Support is crucial 
when children are 
dealing with big changes



Multicultural feeling in Dolphins group

Dolphins in their everyday activities incorporate the multicultural feeling. Our 
group is a mixture of cultures, children as well as teachers come from 
different cultures. Some because they come from different parts of the world 
and others because they come from different cities or parts of the same 
country. 

Through the monthly topics and multicultural calendar, I try to present diversity 
to the children. Their comments attribute to the multicultural feeling because 
they comment about how something is at their home or from where they 
come from e.g. the other day children found some flags that were initially 
intended to be just decoration but they were very interested to know which 
countries the flags represented. They recognised a few, but asked about the 
others – colours and shapes. They played with them, grouped the same and 
connected different ones.  They talked about national flags of their countries 
and how similar or different they are to the ones they had in their hands.





It is very important to 

follow up on children's interest 
and enable them to 

further explore



Exploring another country with Ladybirds



As Ladybirds group, we are very proud 
that we have a member from 
Macedonia.  He is a smart boy and 
since our group is very much 
interested in his culture and traditions, 
we learned some basic informations 
about his country.

Since we have had a small ball map inside our class, each child had an 
opportunity to find Macedonia using magnifying glass.

During our circle time, we discussed some of their delicious foods, unique crafts 
and textiles by showing some photos of those using a tablet.

We talked about Macedonia’s flag, its symbol and did colouring it according to 
its colour (red and yellow).

 We sang the song Hey Hello Bonjour  Gutten Tag with flags of Macedonia, Slovenia, 
Croatia, Sweden, Greece and Iceland then after singing we hugged one another.



We encouraged one another to practice promoting love, understanding and 
respect though some of us came from different countries with different 
customs and traditions, but still we have the same common traits. 

We emphasized that respect and understanding with each other’s culture and 
tradition are very important that we could show to everyone.

Children were reminded about accepting differences between people, and that 
they should never tease or reject someone who is different maybe through 
their language use, skin colour or even how they look in their physical 
appearances. 

We also shared our thoughts on how to respect others beliefs and culture.

It is very important 
to create a 

supportive and caring 
environment



Multicultural with Smart 
Bears and Fireflies 

groups



We assigned a particular place in our hallway as our Erasmus Center, which 
includes our logo, partner countries participating in the project, map and 
flags, the objectives and activities of the project. 

Parents were very happy to see that not only we are running a regular 
kindergarten program but we are participating in such a privileged project 
enhancing our international and multicultural awareness.

The best way to involve children is by 
encouraging them to participate with their 

own ideas and suggestions.



 

   We decorated our hallway, doors, 
windows with banners of flags all 
over the world. Children enjoyed in 
discovering how the flags of each 
countries look like. They asked 
question about the meaning of 
colours and symbols used and 
initiated flag making activities. 

They take pride with the flags of their 
countries especially after learning 
their historical significance. Children 
enjoyed doing this art activity and 
helped stringing flags.





World Map



In this activity we used one of the 
show-and-tells a child brought to 
kindergarten – a world map. We 
explored the geographical 
locations of the countries, we 
examine their sizes, their distance 
from each other and the bodies of 
water which surround and 
separate them. We also learned 
and explored their climate and 
weather conditions, the land and 
water form which contributes to 
the physical attributes of each 
countries and the differences and 
similarities in time. The children 
enjoyed searching and locating 
their parents countries and the 
ones they visited from before.



Greeting Cards
An calendar with international 

activities is a good way to introduce 
multiculturalism in ones classroom. 

As a part of our project's calendar we 
celebrated Send A Card To a Friend 
Day . “ FROM CROATIA  TO OUR 
FRIENDS” Besides the fact that these 
cards were delicately and heartfully 
decorated and made by our children, 
what makes them more special is that 
they tried to write the greetings by 
themselves “Phonetical Writing” 
cheers! They are ready for school.





When implementing 
multicultural elements 

in our work always 
stream to intercultural 

outcomes



To find out more about interculturalism and why is it important to understand 
intercultural communication to be bale to build intercultural surrounding follow 
the link bellow where you can find the book “Intercultural Communication in 
Context” (Judith N. Martin/ Thomas K. Nakayama)

http://www.rasaneh.org/Images/News/AtachFile/15-8-
1390/FILE634561743619907963.pdf



A special thank you to teachers:

Bethlehem D. Simbillo

Helena Mauhar

Juveline Pavliša

Marina Vrbat

who participated with their examples

and a special thank you to all the parents for such a good cooperation that 
extends beyond the examples presented in this presentation. 
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